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Spanish teacher Nancy Fink to retire after 35 years
by JESSE FELLER-KOPMAN ’21
Since 1984, Upper School Spanish teacher
Nancy Fink has played an integral part in evolving the Modern Language program. Fink has
been a part of several committees and professional development FACA grants, led over a
dozen Spanish exchange programs, and chaired
the Modern Language department in the early
‘90s. After being a working member of the
community for 35 years, teaching more than a
thousand students Fink will be retiring in June
2019.
Fink has played a crucial role in the expansion of the Spanish program. “When I got to
Park, the Spanish program only started in eighth
grade. We then moved it down to the third trimester of seventh grade but it felt like it was
just tacked on at the end of the year,” Fink said.
Current parent David Sachs ’88 was in one
of Fink’s first classes. “I remember the trip to
Ecuador very vividly. I think we were supposed
to go to Spain but that fell through and so we
ended up traveling to Colegio Americano in
Quito through a connection of Señora Fink’s,”
Sachs said. “She really was a huge help in improving my Spanish.”
For years, Fink ran the rigorous junior year
course leading to the A.P. test with much success.
Not only has Fink made a lasting impact
on the school and students, but she has created lifelong relationships with her fellow
faculty members. For the past 18 years, Fink
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Nancy Fink, who worked part time this
year, will retire in June.

has worked beside native speaker and teacher
Señora Ileana Imhoff. Imhoff, too, has praise for
Fink’s work. “It has been amazing. She loves
Spanish so much. Everything from the language
to the cultures, I think, is truly cherished by
her,” Imhoff said.
Imhoff believes one of Fink’s most unique
qualities is her versatility. “She is never stagnant. She has been teaching for a long time but
always finds new ways to teach. She is great at
sharing and, of course, very generous,” Imhoff
said.

Another common thread everyone who
was interviewed touched on is Fink’s immense
love for Latin America. “She is a great overall
teacher but she just has so much knowledge
of Latin America. I think it’s her true passion.
[Nancy] has so much love and appreciation for
the cultural content,” Imhoff said.
With over 30 years of reading, professional
development work, and repeated travel to many
countries including Cuba, Ecuador, Nicaragua,
and Mexico, Fink has built up much knowledge
and understanding of Latin American societies.
Eli Asdourian ’18 concurred with Imhoff’s
assessment. “Her knowledge of Latin America
was crazy. She just had this crazy love for the
language and culture and that translated onto
the students,” Asdourian said.
Asdourian was in Fink’s Intensive Spanish Language and Culture (ISLA) class junior
year. “[ISLA] was a really tough course. At the
beginning of the year, I think we all resented
how much work we had, but at the end of the
year it was just crazy how much our writing
had improved.”
One of Fink’s traits Asdourian specifically
noted was her way to command a class and
make sure everyone was learning. “She knew
what she was doing down to the tee. I’ve never
seen someone more committed to helping students learn,” he said.
Fink’s teaching life has touched the hearts of
almost everyone in the community, and will be
celebrated at the end of the year by her fellow
teachers and students.

Deborah Hull, new Director of Arts, begins in July
by BRANCH SEIDENMAN ’19
For the first time since January, 2018, Park
will have a Director of Arts. Deborah Hull was
selected after an extensive search process that
lasted for much of this past year. Hull will begin
work this summer.
“Deborah will join the school having already enjoyed a successful career as an arts
educator, program founder, choreographer, and
performer,” Head of School Dan Paradis said
in an email sent to the school community on
February 25.
Hull, during her time as an arts educator,
has taught in many different areas: dance and
movement, performance, musical theater, health
and wellness, Spanish, and French.
Hull worked for 14 years at the Hamlin
School in San Francisco, a girls’ K-8 school,
and more recently, at the American School in
London, an international K-12 school.

US Visual Arts teacher Christine Tillman,
one of the faculty members on the search committee, is excited about the decision.
“We couldn’t be happier that Deborah is
coming on board,” Tillman said. “It’s clear that
she has a deep pedagogical knowledge about
all the arts and deep understanding about what
is important in K-12 arts education,” she said.
“She’s super personable and a great communicator. We can’t wait to have her… lead and
advocate for the needs of the Arts [Department]
across the whole school.”
Hull was inspired to apply because of the job
description and the philosophy of the school.
“Park’s commitment to its progressive ideals
and philosophy, the arts, inquiry, collaboration,
and cultural competency leapt off the page when
I first read the position description for the Director of Arts role,” Hull said.
“The Park mission and approach to arts education resonate deeply with my own beliefs

about progressive education and the arts.”
“Deborah uses the Studio Habits of Mind
that have informed our own department’s practice for many years, and will join Park with a
wonderfully aligned vision for what a strong
progressive arts education can, and should, look
like,” Paradis said in his email.
Studio Habits of Mind is a set of practices
developed through the research of Harvard’s
Project Zero program.
Hull is excited to start her new K-12 role
overseeing the Arts.
“I am thrilled that I will soon collaborate
with a uniquely talented group of arts educators
while supporting and representing their essential creative work,” Hull said.
“I look forward to working not only with the
faculty of the Arts Department, but also with
members of Park’s other constituencies, from
students and parents, to administration and staff,
among others,” she said.
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Sex discrimination
lawsuit settled
School pays former
coach, denies any
wrongdoing
by CICI OSIAS ’19
The school has settled a sex-based discrimination claim brought by former softball coach
Richard Schneider under the Equal Employment Opportunities Commission (E.E.O.C.).
Last July, Schneider and the E.E.O.C. initiated the suit alleging that his contract had not
been renewed in January, 2017 due to a “preference for female leadership.” The school denies
that it informed Schneider his contract would
not be renewed for this reason.
As part of the settlement, the school will
pay Schneider $41,000 dollars: $1,000 to cover
attorney fees; $3,000 in back pay to account
for money that Schneider would have received
from coaching during the three years following
the nonrenewal of his contract; and $37,000
in “non-pecuniary compensatory damages,” or
damages such as emotional suffering that are
not easily quantified in terms of monetary value.
Much of the cost for the settlement was paid
for by the school’s insurance provider.
Any excess not covered by insurance came
from the school’s reserve fund—money which
is set aside to cover any unexpected financial
costs that are not explicitly allocated in the
school’s annual operating budget.
The settlement also calls for the implementation of “a detailed policy against gender discrimination,” and, among other things concerning anti-discrimination workplace practices,
“at least two hours of live training on federal
anti-discrimination laws... for all supervisory
and management employees and one hour of
training for all other employees.”
As a result of this lawsuit, the school has
reviewed its hiring practices, and educated employees on their rights.
Director of Human Resources Paula Sherman, and an outside attorney, gave presentations to faculty about E.E.O.C. guidelines with
respect to hiring and interviewing candidates.
These training meetings took place in the
fall while the case was still on-going, and satisfy the terms of the settlement with regards
to educating employees, according to school
administrators. A new employee handbook will
also be released later this year.
The school decided to resolve the case with a
settlement instead of a trial “in order to resolve
the action without the time and expense of further litigation,” Head of School Dan Paradis
wrote in an email to the school community on
February 12.
The initial settlement was reached this past
December, but the filing of the resolution was
delayed until February 8 due to the Federal government shutdown, which lasted from December 22, 2018 until January 25, 2019.
“We are happy that the case is resolved and
we continue to deny any wrongdoing on the
school’s part, but we are happy that we reached
a resolution and that we can move forward,”
Paradis said.
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Postscript
Affinity groups model self-advocacy
During each of the recent Upper School
Principal candidate question-and-answer
sessions, a student has asked the applicant
what they would change about the school.
More often than not, the candidate has turned
around and asked the student what they would
change.
While we imagine the answer to that question is different for most students, we would
like to acknowledge those in our community
who have recognized areas in need of change,
worked to fix the problems they identified, and
made our school a better place because of it.
During Black History Month, the Upper
School community was engaged in weekly
student presentations celebrating the legacy
of African-Americans in the United States,
ensuring that black history is recognized as
more than just a required unit in American
history class.
Throughout the month of February, members of the Black Male and Female Forums
performed music, presented on the history
of spirituals and the origin of Black History
Month, challenged the Upper School to a
game of ‘Black Jeopardy,’ and shared personal testimonies of their experiences as black
students at a predominantly white institution.
All of these presentations were completely
student-led and student-organized, and descriptions of two can be seen on page four of
this issue of The Postscript.
The Black Male and Female Forums have
had to work hard, though, to establish a platform to celebrate the month. Just three years
ago, there was no public acknowledgement
of Black History Month in the Upper School.
Outraged and hurt, members of the Black
Female Forum went to a faculty meeting to
speak about the issue and call for a change,

The

which has finally been realized due to the student self-advocacy.
Students from the two forums were assured
that they would be given multiple full-length
assemblies during Black History Month in the
following year, and they worked to make sure
that the community could see the true value of
using the month to launch a larger conversation about when we talk about black history.
The Asian/Pacific Islander affinity group
has spoken out on their own as well: club
members held an assembly last week, full of
games and facts about Asian, Asian-American, and Pacific Islander culture.
Those who talked about their experiences
as Asians students spoke about how in the
classroom, their identity as a person of color
is often completely overlooked, and the sobering fact that only three Upper School faculty
members identify as Asian/Asian-American
or Pacific Islander.
The student speakers also touched on how
they have developed the club in the past few
years, building it from the ground up. This
thoughtful assembly was also entirely studentrun.
The assemblies this past month-and-a-half
have been so wonderful because we have students who are passionate about sharing their
knowledge and perspectives with the whole
community, and who are willing to speak out
when they see flaws in the actions (or inaction) of the community.
We are proud to go to a school where students take public action when something is
missing.
We are thankful for their work in helping
students learn more about history, culture, and
for demonstrating the roles we can each play
in moving towards equality for all.
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Third graders teach lesson: no idling here
by ETHAN ADLER ’21
Upon driving through the carpool line every
morning, I realized a flaw in the warm and welcoming Park school atmosphere. Each morning,
everyone is faced with an impossible dilemma.
We’re eager to engage another day as students,
yet we’re confronted a dozen times with an odd
paradox: “no parking here.”
The dilemma of course, is dependent on
upon the wry irony of understanding “parking”
to be the verb form of attending Park school.
What other school’s pavement would contain
a message negating the very choice to come to
that school? No parking here? Really? Not easy
to do if you’re a Park student.
The dilemma presented by the asphalt raised
an interesting question—what exactly wouldn’t
we be doing if we weren’t parking at Park?
To answer this, I reflected upon a lesson that
I learned from the third grade class last year.
Ironically, the lesson was learned on the same
stretch of asphalt.
That year, the third grade class motioned
for “No Idling” in the very same carpool line.
They encouraged parents to sit with their car
running for no more than 10 seconds, in order
to preserve the wellbeing of the environment
and students around them. The movement was
successful, and students and teachers alike are
appreciative of the parents’ efforts.
Idling is a form of lethargic inertia. To idle
is to be lazy, or as Oxford Dictionary defines
it, “without purpose of effect; pointless.” In addition, idling is “avoiding work” and “spending time doing nothing.” Idling is certainly not
limited to automobiles in a parking lot.
While running cars may have been on the
“idling hot seat” last year, they aren’t the only
ones potentially guilty of the idling offense.
While an idling vehicle might look like a car
with its engine on in a parked position, an idling
student might look like someone standing in
the middle of the hallway on their phone, or
a student slacking off in their free time with a

deluge of assignments on their mind, or a group
of friends immersing themselves in loud, meaningless conversation in the middle of the library.
These students may be unengaged from their
community, their school work, or even their
future.
If we prohibit idling in the carpool line, why
do we allow it in the hallways?
School environments feature a variety of
idling, which has been accepted and even
praised at times. Some people take honor in
spending hours on their phone daily, or being
a proud member of “procrastination nation.”
However, Father Time laughs, and your procrastination will not work in your favor.
Despite the reassuring idea that there’s always time left, the truth is that it’s probably later
than you think. No longer should you find solace in your diluted anxieties over an impending
future, because it’s later than you think. In our
modern-day competitive social and academic
atmospheres, a moment deferred is a moment
wasted. Maybe we should be thinking about
college early in high school. Sure, it may be
daunting, but it’s that anxiety that motivates us
to stay ahead of the game.
We all know the oversimplified perception
that outside students have of Park: we are too
relaxed and laid back. Surely we are better than
that. We are privileged to have the opportunity
to attend the Park school each and every day.
Why let it slip through our hands? We must
stand against the narrative and show that we are
serious about our fate, that we are opportunityseeking students who wouldn’t miss out on the
chance of a bright future.
So let us rail against the misguided stereotype that pities the Park student as the idler.
Let us learn from the wisdom of our past third
graders and quit both our automotive and our
mental idling.
Even more so, let us learn from the wisdom
of the pavement and turn to our detractors who
would condemn us as idlers and let us say to
them with confidence, “no parking here.”
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Maggie S. Mahmood ’07 moving on CLASS REGISTRATION
UNDERGOES CHANGE
“However, Maggie will have a
lasting impact on the people whose
lives she touched here. Moreover,
I take comfort knowing that in her
Science and math teacher Maggie
role as teacher educator, her sphere of
Sachs Mahmood ’07 departs at the
influence will be broadened, and so
end of this year, and will take on a
indirectly, more students will benefit
new position as the Secondary Educafrom her masterful pedagogy than if
tion Outreach Coordinator at the Unishe were to remain in the classroom,”
versity of Illinois at Urbana ChamM. Guaraia
paign (UIUC) 100
said.
miles south of ChiCallan
cago. Mahmood
Beideman
will complete her
’21, one of
third year as Park
Mahmood’s
science teacher in
advisees,
June.
said, “I’m
M a h m o o d ’s
happy she’s
husband will also
going to get
be working at
to pursue new
UIUC, as a proopportunities,
fessor of physbut I’m sad
ics, specifically,
photo by Seth Hudes ’20
I don’t get to
condensed matter
physics. Analyz- Maggie Sachs Mahmood ’07 (center) with ninth grade science students be her advisee
G. Goldstein, C. Wyman, E. Tuominen, and J. Baran. Mahmood is headed
anymore. I’m
ing how matter into a research university in Illinois to teach and develop science curricula.
going to miss
teracts in closelypacked phases, like solids, is the field which she’s been a large part. “I am her so much.”
Science teacher Carla Guarraia
her spouse, Dr. Fahad Mahmood, lucky that I got to see the first year of
it to fruition,” she said, “But obvious- agrees on Mahmood’s effect on stuspecializes in.
Mahmood (née Sachs) graduated ly there are great strides to be made, dents and teachers. “Maggie has been
Park in 2007 and came back to teach especially with the implementations transformational to my life,” C. Guarafter going to Stanford University and of Core 10 and the further iterations raia said.
“She is fun, caring and connected
teaching in California. The next phase of the Core 9 program.”
Some of her favorite work in her to me and Mikey [Guarraia] in a proof her life puts her in the middle of the
country. “Luckily, we found a place classes has been “developing new found way. She pushes us to bring our
that both he could fit in and I could projects for students to do, such as best to our classrooms, and has been a
fit in,” Mahmood said. UIUC is a the Arduino project, the Processing leader for the department in practices
project, and then this Vex project that like standards-based grading, project
research-oriented university.
In her new position, Mahmood we’re going to do in the future.” Vex learning, and student centered classwill be developing a curriculum allows students to code robotic vehi- rooms,” C. Guarraia said.
for “iOLab,” a multi-purpose phys- cles to conquer obstacles. Mahmood
ics education device created by the also created engaging science and
team at UIUC. Mahmood described math parodies of popular songs with
it as “one piece of physics equipment her students. Her personal collection
that allows you to do multiple labs… of science-based videos produced
It can do kinematics work, but this with students and other teachers is
one device can also take you through extensive.
Mahmood’s fellow teachers in the
electromagnetism, and waves.”
After finishing the development math and science office will miss her
of the curricular documents at UIUC, when she leaves. “To state the obviMahmood expects to spend a lot of ous, it is a huge loss for Park,” said
time traveling around the state, trying Mikey Guarraia, Upper School Scito demonstrate the device to convince ence teacher.
photo by Seth Hudes ’20
by BELLA PALUMBI ’20

various rural, suburban, and urban
schools to integrate iOLab into their
curricula. Additionally, Mahmood
will be teaching some introductory
physics courses at the college level.
Mahmood has seen the science
department evolve significantly over
the last few years, especially with the
development of the Core program, of

W.O.K.E. Day 2019 expected to deliver honest dialogue
by ISSABHAH-OMI
SESENAYA ’20
Welcome to “W.O.K.E. Day”
year three. The acronym stands for
Working On Knowledge & Equity,
replacing the old “Diversity Day”
experience and is slated for March 13.
In the past two years, the day was
planned by Director of Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion Courtney Rollins, and the students who went to the
national version of SDLC (Student
Diversity Leadership Conference).
This year, the day was planned by
Rollins, and the SDLC participants,
with additional help from English
teacher Leela Chantrelle, Dean of
Students Traci Wright, and students
in Rollins’s Critical Social Justice
Identity Development class.
Given that W.O.K.E. Day is a relatively new experience, the school is
still trying to get used to it, and the
enlarged planning committee has developed some new features for this
year. With that being said, the com-

mittee expects this year’s W.O.K.E
Day to be different as well.
The day will involve much discussion and include an opening assembly, time with a small base group,
time with an affinity group, [similar
to last year’s model], a community
lunch, a debrief back in base groups,
and a closing assembly.
“Something that we’ve talked
about with the SDLC kids, as being
the main goal, is creating a space in
which people are comfortable sharing
their perspectives,” Chantrelle said.
Although the planning committee
is striving for a comfortable space,
the value of discomfort was also
broached. Chantrelle often thinks
about the possibility that learning can
involve taking risks when we speak to
others about our individual struggles
or experiences with identity traits.
“Discomfort [can also] be a productive space,” she said.
“There is going to be a level of
people who aren’t comfortable talking about their own identities or how

whiteness gives them certain privileges or not,” Chantrelle said.
“I expect that will happen and I
hope that they see that as a platform
from which to evolve,” she said.
Chantrelle is not the only one who
says Park students and faculty should
expect feelings of discomfort.
Lexi Mantilla ‘19, who went to
SDLC in Nashville, Tennessee, and is
also in Courtney’s class, said that she
hopes fellow students here do not see
this event as just a “one-day thing”
but take this opportunity to learn
more and be aware of their surroundings. “I think that people should expect to be vulnerable,” Mantilla said.
Kim Fox ‘19, also in Rollins’s
class, is in agreement. “People should
expect to be surrounded by people
who are both alike and different from
them,” Fox said.
The 2019 W.O.K.E. Day will be
an opportunity to explore uncomfortable truths but also to build community by honest discussions about race,
class, gender, and other subjects.

by JACOB HIRSCHHORN ’21
The administration has decided
to change the Upper School registration process, the way students
make choices and are then assigned
to courses, for the 2019-2020 school
year.
In the past, the registrar, a role
currently held by Dorrie Bright-Whitson, has sorted students’ handwritten
forms using an in-house spreadsheet.
The registrar has then tried to maximize the priorities students selected
for their courses by hand and build
the existing six block schedule.
For next year’s classes, however,
students will be sorted using a new
digital program. This new program
will help ensure that more students
are assigned to the classes that they
have written down as their top choices.
Bright-Whitson searched for and
found a software called Abl that will
be used to help assign students into
classes. “Dorrie took the lead in researching various programs, and then
came back and made a recommendation. We are now signing a contract,”
Head of School Dan Paradis said. The
program has an annual cost of $7,000.
“So often, the programs seem to
be focused towards school districts
and how they place kids,” BrightWhitson said. “That’s not us.”
This program was made specifically for placing students into classes
and has many definable parameters
so that it can be customized. BrightWhitson did research to find the best
program for Park’s needs, and found
other similar schools that use this program, such as Blackstone Academy in
Rhode Island, to serve as references.
Over a decade ago, a computer
science class tried to run the Upper
School registration to populate a data
file, but the effort was never repeated.
One reason why Park has not used
a digital software up to this point is
because of all the complexities in the
schedule, such as the number of electives offered in each subject, or the

fact that a certain number of spots are
reserved for sophomores, juniors, and
seniors in English electives.
However, this program is able to
account for all of these variables. “In
the end, I really felt like these folks
were the only ones who could deal
with all the complexities,” BrightWhitson said.
Abl is also able to assign students
to their classes in a way that makes
the lottery system unnecessary. This
second change to the registration process is still under consideration. “The
second piece of the change is moving from scheduling twice a year to
scheduling once a year. That change
is still under discussion,” Paradis said.
“There is no firm timeline – other
than working backwards from whenever Dorrie would need to begin her
work – because we haven’t committed to any decision yet,” Upper
School Principal Nancy Dickson said.
“It’s important that we have sufficient
time to question [and] reflect,” as the
decision is considered.
Abl would be more helpful if
classes are assigned by year instead
of by semester. “If we set the schedule
for the first semester before the second, then choice will be more limited
in the second semester than if we base
the schedule on choices for the entire
year,” Bright-Whitson said.
Many other schools in the Baltimore area, including Friends and
Bryn Mawr, already register for classes only once per year. These schools
sign up in the spring for the entire
year to come. At Park, students sign
up for classes twice each year, in part
because some teachers need time to
decide which electives they want to
offer for each semester.
The main goal for these two
changes would be to make the registration system better maximize
student choice and become more efficient.
If a single registration for the
whole academic year is implemented,
“we only see [the changes] as helping
the process,” Paradis said.

Señora Di Bobrow departs
by LIZA SHEEHY ’21
In early February, Middle School
Spanish teacher Di Bobrow left Park
for personal reasons. Bobrow has
been teaching Spanish here for almost 10 years, and has always been
an energetic member of the community.
“My favorite thing about having
her as a teacher was her energy,” Sarah Renbaum ’21, a former student of
Bobrow’s, said. “She made learning
Spanish so [much] fun.”
Bobrow also advised Middle
School students. Her advisees have
since been reassigned to new “Houses.”
In addition, several people are
temporarily taking over her classes.
Veteran Spanish teacher Nancy Fink
is now teaching one sixth grade class.
Middle School Spanish teacher Judith Sorgen-Borgnia has combined

one of her classes with a sixth grade
section formerly taught by Bobrow.
Alejandro Hurtado, current Lower
School Spanish teacher, is covering
one of Bobrow’s seventh grade classes, and Middle School principal Josh
Wolf, a.k.a Señor Lobo, who taught
Spanish for 17 years before becoming
Middle School Principal, is teaching
a seventh grade section.
This arrangement is temporary,
and the Middle School is now in the
process of interviewing for a new
teacher whom they hope to hire in
the next few weeks.
During her time teaching, Bobrow
helped generate much enthusiasm for
learning, and for the value of communicating in Spanish.
“Her passion for the language,
insight as an educator, and teaching
expertise have prepared hundreds of
kids for life beyond Middle School,”
Wolf said.
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Eteme family demonstrates the power of spiritual music
by BEN COHN ’19

According to Nielsen, a data company that
tracks American entertainment consumption,
in 2018 hip hop officially replaced rock as the
most popular music genre in the United States.
But as this black art form ascends, there is
little discussion about its origins.
Few today could tell you where hip hop really came from. It has a complex lineage going
back even further than ’70s break-dancing and
late ’60s R&B. Few consumers of music may
also find it hard to reckon with the fact that
much in the lineage of black musical art forms
comes in response to a history of oppression.
This is why the penultimate assembly of
Black History Month was essential. In it, Vivie
Eteme ’21 presented a lecture on black spirituals, religious songs conceived and sung by
enslaved peoples in the U.S.A.
Passed down in the oral tradition, these
songs combined traditional Christian hymns
with African folk songs, producing a unique
art form that has carried on through generations and became an important font for nearly
all subsequent popular American musical forms.
“Spirituals provided hope and solace for
enslaved Africans in a world that didn’t even
view them as humans,” Eteme said. “I did an
assembly on them because while I wanted to
speak about music, I didn’t want to just perform.
I wanted to share something more technical.
Spirituals are really important to me, as some-

photo courtesy Communications
After performing with her sister and delivering a lecture on Spirituals, V. Eteme ’21 accompanied her mother, professional singer Janice Chandler-Eteme.

one who’s Christian, who’s Black, and who
loves music.”
The influence of spirituals is massive. Just
click through the linked pages on Wikipedia:
out of spirituals came jazz and blues, which influenced rock, pop and R&B. From those three
genres we can add disco, funk, soul, punk, and
hip hop.
Spirituals kick-started modern music in a
way that is rarely recognized.
Eteme broke down spirituals into several
different kinds, from jubilees to sorrow songs.

Each represented a different part of the form,
some joyous, some yearning for freedom, and
some melancholic and grief stricken. Eteme
used short audio and video clips to demonstrate
her analysis of spirituals.
She also touched on how the complex clapping rhythms and chanted vocals are clear forebears to gospel and blues.
As an essential link between religious and
popular music in American culture, spirituals’
relative obscurity today proves how little we
discuss the impact that both black Americans

and their lived oppression have had on our
popular art forms.
After Eteme’s presentation, she and her sister, Josie Eteme ’22, performed “My Jesus, I
Love Thee” on piano and violin, respectively.
The 1876 tune by Adoniram Gordon was inspired by a poem written during the Civil War
by William Ralph Featherston. The song has
qualities of the 1800s outdoor ‘camp meeting
songs’ that enslaved peoples sang generally
away from the attention of Southern whites.
Vivie then invited her mother, Janice Chandler-Eteme to the stage. A world-recognized
opera singer, Chandler-Eteme sang two spirituals, “Nobody Knows the Trouble I’ve Seen,”
and “Witness.”
Accompanied by her daughter, ChandlerEteme’s voice reverberated through the theater.
Her honeyed vibrato kept the audience absolutely rapt. The Meyerhoff Theater has rarely
been so still and attentive.
The importance of Eteme’s assembly cannot be overstated. As our culture continues to
be shaped by black voices, it’s essential that
we consider the history and influences in our
entertainment.
“Everyone loves music. I have never met
someone who doesn’t love a genre or a kind
of music,” Eteme said. “But it’s important to
educate yourself on where that music comes
from, so that you can educate other people. It’s
important not just to hear music, but to understand the form and the history.”

‘Love Over Hate’ campaign honors legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
by AARON HIRSCHHORN ’21
When fatal shootings occurred
earlier this academic year in Pittsburgh, Louisville, and Nashville,
most didn’t know what to do. This
included Segun Olagunju, Director
of Civic Engagement and Service
Learning. “I remember feeling like
I really wanted to do something,”
Olagunju said. “I wanted the community to do something tangible in
response.”
Working alongside Courtney
Rollins, Director of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion, Olagunju started
thinking of possible ways to respond
to the shootings. Their original idea
was to build a big heart out of wood
and metal, but there were a lot of different challenges with that idea, so
they tried to think of another.
They decided that they would connect the project to Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., and it was when they were
talking with the Arts Department that
they finally found the perfect idea:
to make a mural out of pictures of
people in our community holding
messages of love and inspiration.
They called it the Love Over Hate
campaign, and they set up a photo
booth in the main lobby to take the
pictures.
“It gives people an opportunity to
reflect on the messages and values
that they want to share,” Rollins said.
“For me,” Olagunju said, “it was
really important that we let people
write where their inspiration to be an
upstander comes from.”
Contrasting with the word bystander, ‘upstander’ is a recent coinage originating in affective education
curriculum designed to counter bullying behavior in schools.
The next step for Rollins was
to get more people involved, so he
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Nearly 200 community members have voluntarily posed for the camera demonstrating their
individual interpretations of the meaning of ‘Love Over Hate’ in a campaign conceived by
Courtney Rollins and Segun Olagunju for the annual assembly honoring M. L. King, Jr.
brought it to his once-a-week Critical
Social Justice Identity Development
Class (SJID).
“Courtney [Rollins] came into
class one day, and he had this really
fun idea,” Becky Scott ’20 said. “He
had already developed most of it, and
he wanted us to be a part of it.”
The SJID class meets every Monday for about 45 minutes. It, “provides a space for students to engage
in concepts related to critical social
justice,” Rollins said, and helps “students figure out better ways to facilitate productive spaces for these types
of conversations.”
“We spent the first semester looking at the history of socialization, as
well as different theories of social justice,” Mollie Post ’19, another student

in SJID, said. “This semester, we are
going to be applying the information
that we have learned to different campaigns, like Love Over Hate.”
The class is also helping to plan
this year’s Working On Knowledge
and Equity experience, or W.O.K.E.
Day.
According to Post, the campaign
is a three-part process. First, there’s
the belief assumption behind the project, that, “in each of our lives, there
are people who are acting based on
the principle of love, and not of hate.”
Second, there is the action, the
way that the people are expressing
this love. All participants are asked
to pose for a photograph with signage
they have created. A photo-booth that
has been set up in the front lobby for

the past few weeks.
The third part is the interaction between the campaign and the school.
The photos are then displayed along
the hallway outside the Admissions
office.
This third part, “is not only recognizing and being aware of these
acts of love,” Post said. “[It’s] how
you see these examples and how you
cultivate them in your own life.”
“The goal of the campaign is really two-fold,” Olagunju said. “One is
to allow Park as a community to look
inward and identify the motivations
that inspire [us] to act with love.”
The second goal is to “raise a certain energy, inspire people to think
about this idea, and empower people
to think about being upstanders.”

Rollins echoed Olagunju, adding that there is an important “theme
of loving rigorously... and thinking
about love as not just as a good feeling, but as a way of combating social
ills,” he said.
Students in SJID class also had
their own ideas about what the message of the campaign is. The message
is “to show everyone the importance
of loving yourself and loving others,
and how we celebrate that in our own
community,” Post said.
“We are a really close community,
and we love. We’re always here to lift
everyone up,” Scott said.
“Our hope is that we fill that
whole wall up, [with the photos]”
Olagunju said, “and it becomes this
testament to what our community is
committed to.”
“It’s easier to live something out
when you know that everyone else
is living it out, too,” Olagunju said.
It is important to note that neither
Rollins nor Olagunju see this campaign stopping anytime soon.
“The hope,” Olagunju said, “is
that it becomes a jumping off point
for us to continue to push ourselves
as a community to act and to stand up
for things that represent this idea of
love over hate.”
The photo booth has only previously been used for celebratory moments at Junior-Senior prom, or the
Auction, and this represents a new,
more political use of the machine.
The Love Over Hate campaign is
also a way for the school community
to “act on the principles of love” that
Dr. King acted on, Post added. Dr.
King was steeped in Christian theology which emphasizes a redeeming
aspect of love.
Olagunju agreed. “It’s an opportunity for us to come together,” he said,
“and that’s part of Dr. King’s legacy.”
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Where have all the field trips gone? A necessary part of good education
by ADDIE FLEMING ’21
As Park students, we are afforded an extremely privileged
and valuable education. Teachers and valuable resources are
easily accessible to us right here on campus. Still, some of the
most valuable learning we can do happens off campus.
In the past, there were more trips for different classes and
extracurricular activities. From small ones, such as excursions
to museums in D.C., to trips as large as the modern language
trips to China, Spain, and France or odysseys to ESPN’s World
of Sports in Orlando, Florida, for certain varsity sports teams.
Fifteen years ago, a class called “The Apartment” flew to France
for 10 days, imagining different Parisian characters they created
interacting with each other in a single building by having studied
Paris in the 1940s. The course was jointly offered by the modern
language, history, and English departments.
There has never been any concrete policy, but in 2017, however, a moratorium was placed on new trips. Trips that cost less
than $20 per student–or ones that cost $21 to $50 but were preplanned and announced to families when registering for classes-were allowed to run, whereas trips that cost $51 or more per
student now require explicit permission from the administration.
“Once we stopped and examined what we were or were not
doing, we realized that there wasn’t necessarily clear equity in
terms of how trips were run or funded or not,” Upper School
Principal Nancy Dickson said.
“We’re in a bit of a quandary now because there is a real
desire for more trips, but there isn’t an obvious funding source
for them,” Dickson said.
The moratorium was instated because too many class trips
were run and not necessarily in an equitable way. Families
who qualify for tuition assistance are able to apply for some
additional trip assistance. The problem, however, remains for
families who can’t necessarily afford an extra trip expense on
top of tuition.
The moratorium may seem like the right choice, but it’s been
two years now and no new policy has been brought up. In the
meantime, classes and extracurriculars have suffered.
Certain trips have developed outside funding sources, like
trips to Canada for ISAMR (International Student-Led Arctic
Monitoring and Research). Others have been grandfathered,
such as Model UN trips and the exchange programs for the
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“Going somewhere and doing something in the world has a
Modern Language department, which are the most expensive
of all. Smaller day trips were generally left untouched, but the different emotional effect on you, and you not only notice and
classes that rely on longer, more extensive trips out of school see things, but what you notice and see, you remember differently,” Asdourian said.
have had to rethink how to conduct their trips.
Asdourian and Porcarelli run into the same problem each
For two courses, Harlem Renaissance with Patti Porcarelli
(English), and Art History with Susan Asdourian (Art), getting year when attempting to run these trips essential to their curout of school is essential to the curriculum. They have had to riculum. “There’s no assumption in my mind that each year the
Art History class will be able to go to New York, but to me, the
find alternative routes for trips.
more stuff we can figure out how to do
In past years, Porcarelli’s class has
that gets everybody somewhere new
visited New York City in the spring
is valuable,” Asdourian said.
after studying writers, activists, and
It’s not fair to continually ask
artists involved in the Harlem Renaisfamilies to put money towards trips,
sance. “We can rely on photographs
but it’s clear that a moratorium is not
and we can rely on paintings, but
the answer. We have tricked ourselves
there’s nothing like seeing something
into thinking that we are being equiin person. To be in the place itself
table, when in fact we are not. Without
makes the immediacy of the study that
opportunities to get off campus, we
much more poignant,” Porcarelli said.
are stuck in the Park bubble. Students
Porcarelli thinks that her class will
photo courtesy Susan Asdourian whose families can’t afford to go on
be able to take the trip, but the $50
limits what the class can do in the city. A student admires artwork at a gallery space trips during Spring, Summer, and
In the past, the class has raised funds in New York City on the 2018 Art History trip. Winter breaks might never have the
opportunity to get out of Baltimore.
to offset the cost to families; everyone
With the moratorium in place, we are hindering our ability
in the class has been able to make the trip.
Much like the Harlem Renaissance, the Art History class takes to think outside the box and grow our curriculum. “If we could
a trip to learn about and see the works they have been studying all have every student take a trip as part of their Upper School
semester. The class has a small budget for these outings, which experience, I would say that would be a pretty great signature
eases the cost on each student, but it can’t entirely cover the cost piece to our program,” Porcarelli said.
Making this happen will take critical thinking from the adof the trip. “Depending on the size of the class, I can maybe get
my class to D.C. with that money and have a long day there, but ministration, and probably dedicated funding, but there is no
doubt that the experiences outside of the classroom are incredibly
the budget’s not enough,” Asdourian said.
Her original idea was to run a longer overnight trip, but with valuable. “What we need to do, I think, is put together a case to
the moratorium in place it was hard to even propose this idea. make to [Head of School] Dan Paradis and [director of Finance
Asdourian pushed the administration to allow the trip to run, and and Operations] Joan Webber to say ‘here’s what we feel would
was given an exception to propose the idea to the families in her be a reasonable amount of money and could we add that to the
class. It costs much more than $50 to get back and forth to New Upper School budget for next year,’” Dickson said.
“We’re trying to establish better communication to know how
York City, so in the past they have resorted to fundraising and
much money is allocated already for trips, and how much money
financial assistance from the school.
Asdourian wasn’t expecting that the class would be able to we could potentially get,” Dean of Students Traci Wright said.
It’s certainly not an easy issue to tackle, but at a school as
make another overnight trip to New York after the one in 2016,
but a generous gift was donated to the school, earmarked specifi- great as Park, there should be unique opportunities to get out
cally for art history. This made the December 2018 trip possible. of the classroom.

How do you feel about
Valentine-o-grams?

“People think it’s less work than it is. It is really
hard to get the schedule right...I would say that the
opinion that Valentine-o-grams are humiliating to
their recipient displays sensitivity. Part of the essence of Valentine-o-grams is that being sung to is
awkward.” – Bella Johnson ’20, Eight Notes member

“I don’t like Valentine-o-grams because they
cause students who don’t receive a Valentineo-gram to feel left out.” – Ben Sims ’20

“Valentine-o-grams are like tattoos visible outside your clothing. They can be
great or terrible.” – Kirk Wulf, US English

“I think they’re great. The voices are fantastic,
and we get to hear these beautiful songs and it
leads to funny things after.” - Leela Chantrelle,
US English

Should receiving Valentine-o-grams be optional?
by FIONA BRUMMER ’21
Every Valentine’s Day students sit fidgeting
in their chairs, eyeing the glass doors, waiting. They’re anticipating the delivery of the
Valentine-o-grams that they’ve bought for their
friends, family members, or significant others.
Valentine-o-grams are singing telegrams that
students and teachers can buy and send to each
other, performed by the a cappella groups on
Valentine’s Day. Customers choose from a list
of songs and singers, and can indicate during
which class block they’d like to send their song.
This year, the bass/tenor and alto/soprano a
cappella groups, Vocal Chords and Eight Notes
respectively, delivered 107 singing Valentines.
The tradition was started in “either 1999
or 2000,” said Upper School Music Chair and
Assembly Coordinator Adele Dinerstein when
she proposed that her students perform and sell
short versions of the songs they were learning.
And the tradition has clearly caught on.
Now around 20 years later, students and
teachers alike enjoy and look forward to Valentine-o-grams.
“It’s a really good opportunity to be able to
let people know that you like them, whether
it’s a friend or a teacher, and I think it makes
people feel really good to give them and to receive them” said Caroline Miller ‘21. Miller is
a member of Eight Notes and looked forward to
her first year of delivering Valentine-o-grams.
Many members of the Park community seem
to share Miller’s belief that the tradition is fun
but some do not feel the same way.
English teacher Maria Spiegel has a more
negative opinion on Valentine-o-grams. “I
wonder: does everybody who gets a Valentineo-gram like it? If you want not to be sung to,

or if you’re somebody who gets embarrassed
easily, can you stop a Valentine-o-gram midsong? What if it was a surprise and you weren’t
prepared for it —then do you have the option
to say no?” Spiegel said.
These concerns are shared by an anonymous
student who received a Valentine-o-gram in the
past and found it “kind of humiliating.”
Both Spiegel and the student emphasized
that they love to hear the a capella groups sing,
but that they would prefer to not single students
out.
Valentine-o-grams are a school tradition,
something that many students look forward to
and something that the Vocal Chords and Eight
Notes work very hard on. If Park were to take
away this tradition it would make many people
very angry.
But this leaves us with the issue of how to
make everyone feel comfortable. How can the
tradition exist while also making sure the teachers and students who find Valentine-o-grams
humiliating don’t receive them?
One possible solution could be putting a list
up at the end of the humanities hallway that
students can write their names on if they do not
wish to receive Valentine-o-grams.
A solution such as this would be a good
amendment to the current way than the current Valentine-o-grams system, as it would not
bother the students who are indifferent to receiving Valentine-o-grams, therefore not changing anything for those who enjoy the tradition.
Whether or not this particular solution is
put in place, finding a way to make the whole
Park community comfortable with Valentineo-grams should be in the best interest of the a
capella groups when planning for Valentine’s
Day next year.
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TESS
KYSEL
by LUCY DEMSKY ’21

O

n your email it says “Elizabeth Kysel,” but people call
you “Tess.” Why Tess and not
Elizabeth?
Tess Kysel: Good question. So I’ve
gone by many nicknames in my life
and it’s coming to the point that a different nickname represents a different
environment I’ve been in. My family
calls me Beth. In elementary school, I
was Lizzie. It then became Liz when
I was in high school, and in college,
my friends called me Liza. I decided
that when I was coming here I wanted
to try a different nickname, so the science department picked this one.
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First-year Upper School computer science
teacher sits down with Lucy Demsky ’21 to talk
nicknames, water-bending, and women in STEM

make other people happy. [Second,]
I guess a classic: I’d love to fly. I’m
afraid of heights and I think if I could
fly I wouldn’t be afraid of heights
anymore because I could be confident
in my own ability to save myself. And
[lastly] maybe one of the elemental
ones, like you see those in fantasy
novels a lot with controlling water.
What would you say is the most
unique thing about you?
TK: [Pauses]. I generally don’t like
to talk about myself. I’ve always been
someone who’s been fascinated with
other peoples’ stories, so I always find
my story less interesting than other
peoples’ stories.

If you could have three superpowers, what would they be?

Well then, about your story, how
did you decide to come to Park?

TK: I’d love to be able to grant wishes. The fun of that one would be to

TK: I just graduated from college, so
this is my first job. I knew I always

wanted to be a teacher and when I
studied computer science, I knew I
wanted to give students an opportunity to have the experiences that I didn’t
have in high school. I got the sense
from people that computer science
was only for people who were super
smart and for boys in general. I was
fascinated by Park’s progressive education and I really liked the idea of
being in a place where I was encouraged to try new things and not just
go off a script that someone else has
written, but use my own knowledge.
So you mentioned that you thought
that computer science was mainly
for boys. Has being a woman in
computer science impacted you?
TK: I went to an all-girls’ school and
then I went to an all-women’s college.
Being at an all-women’s college was
amazing. For example, the professors
always used she pronouns, instead of

Haunted Hallways:
Ghosts at Park?

cartoon by Sam Cochran ’20

by GISSELLE SANCHEZ ’21
There are some things in life that just can’t
be explained. Maybe you walk into a room
and immediately forget what you were there
for. Sometimes you think you’ve lost something for good, but the next day it turns up
right on your desk. These events do not necessarily mean that there are any supernatural
beings, but sometimes there’s just no other
justification.
Whereas some might scoff at the idea
of ghosts, others swear up and down that
they’ve seen one. For those who have stayed
late enough at school, it isn’t even a question whether or not the supernatural roam our
hallways.
Head of Security Donnie Bradshaw
agrees. “I think you have to believe in ghosts
in general,” Bradshaw said. “There are some
things that just can’t be explained.”
Bradshaw said he’s heard things on campus when he’s stayed overnight. “Walking

from the main lobby to the Meyerhoff, I
heard what I thought was a female voice
singing. I went into the Meyerhoff and as
I’m walking towards the stage; it didn’t just
stop, it sort of faded away,” Bradshaw said.
“If it was a radio and the battery had died,
it would’ve just stopped.” On a separate occasion, he has also heard a male voice singing in the Meyerhoff early in the morning.
Drama Chair and Theater Director Peter
King likes to talk about theater ghosts who
haunt the school. He says he’s experienced
things all the time after rehearsals. “Sometimes I hear the sounds and voices of all the
characters that have ever been on the stages
at Park School, and they come and they talk
and they recite lines from the plays they were
in,” King said.
Skeptics may say Bradshaw and King
were just tired or are making up their stories. Or maybe, just maybe, they really did
hear voices coming from the afterlife. So, is
Park haunted? Until you see a ghost yourself,

the generic he pronoun. There was
no expectation coming in that you
knew anything about computer science. College taught me that you can
go into a field not knowing anything
and still be successful. I see this at
Park, too. The students in my advanced computer science class have
fiddled with computers their whole
lives. Most of them did not learn
how to code in class; they learned by
themselves. My advanced computing
science class was all boys this fall.
That’s very interesting.
TK: It makes me wonder if our society tells us that boys can be successful
when they mess around with computers by themselves and girls can’t?
Or is it that girls are taught that you
shouldn’t break things, and so that’s
why you shouldn’t play around with
the computer by yourself?
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Focusing on our flagpole
by ALINA GLASS ’22 and
SAMANTHA SOLOMON ’22

As you walk up the stairs and through the
front door to enter Park School, you’re probably thinking about your math test first period,
or softball practice after school. The one thing
you don’t think about is the American flag
stationed to the left of the front stairs. Even if
you have noticed it, you might be unsure of its
importance.
In a recent interview, Lorraine Breining,
Director of Facilities, helped to explain how
the school found its flag, and why the flag is
sometimes at half-mast.
Park’s flagpole has been around since the
opening of the current campus in 1959. The
flag itself can be lowered or raised along the
flagpole. Each afternoon, a member of Facilities
takes the flag inside to store it before raising it
the next morning.
There are two main ways the flag is displayed: at the top of the flagpole, or at half-mast.
As Breining explained, “The flag is lowered to
half-staff in honor of a person or event.”
Facilities does not decide which position the
flag will be in, however. “The act of lowering

the flag to half-staff can only be ordered by the
President of the U.S. or the Governor of Maryland. The Facilities Department manages the
raising and lowering of the flag,” Breining said.
Park has a connection to another flag: the
one referenced in the Park School song. Although the Park School flag isn’t displayed
along with the American flag at the front of the
school, our school’s is referenced at May Day
and Graduation when we sing our school song.
The Park flag is mentioned in the celebratory song “Park School,” written in 1913 by
Isaac A. Oppenheim, a Park trustee, and Eugene Randolph Smith, the Head of School from
1912-1922. “Park School, Park School, High
we’ll raise our flag and long cheer, As we’re
marching on to vict’ry ‘neath the Brown and
White,” Park students sing.
This flag, however, is fictional. The song
may be referring to the school colors rather than
a physical flag. “The reference in the song may
be symbolic,” said Charlene Prem, Archivist
and Assistant Librarian.
So next time you’re walking up the stairs,
headed to your favorite class, take a moment to
appreciate the histories of both the American
flag and the fictional Park School flag.
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College essays: a sampling of written work by three seniors
Many colleges require students to submit a personal statement with a limit of 650 words. These statements vary in tone, content, and length.
Jacob responded to this prompt from the Common Application: ‘Some students have a background, identity, interest, or talent that is so meaningful
they believe their application would be incomplete without it.’
by JACOB GREENWALD ’19
I have a deck of cards on me at all times.
Even as I type this, my left hand is shuffling a
crisp new deck of blue Bicycle playing cards.
Very rarely does a day pass that I don’t think
about magic. When I’m not performing, I’m
practicing: studying 70-year-old pamphlets on
performance theory, drilling my second deal, or
attending a workshop at the local magic shop.
For the past two years, I have obsessed over
one move in particular: the Anti-Faro. This is a
card technique that existed only in theory until
2001 when an underground Swedish magician
finally published his work on it. To this day,
there are only five magicians in the world who
can perform it. I am now one of them.
In principle, the Anti-Faro is simple. It was
designed to reverse the effects of a Faro shuffle
(a shuffle in which a deck is cut exactly into two
halves and shuffled so that the halves alternate
every other card). By applying a very fine pressure while springing the cards from one hand
to the other, I can cause the cards to unweave
perfectly, canceling the Faro shuffle.
Unfortunately, the Anti-Faro doesn’t have
any practical applications. Other than causing
a room full of magicians to freak out, it’s too
unwieldy for most situations. Why then did I
insist on devoting so much time to the move?
Having spent the past 8 years exploring
all the possible ways to shuffle cards, I was
drawn to the Anti-Faro because the idea that
you can reverse a shuffle intrigues me more
than any “magic trick.” As much as I love performing, what captivates me most about magic
is techniques like the Anti-Faro that initially
seem unworkable. Mathematicians don’t study
math only to solve physics problems. To them,
math is not a means to an end, but rather a field
worth exploring on its own merits. G.H. Hardy,
an English mathematician renowned for his advancements in number theory, was once asked
about the practical applications of his work.
Appalled, Hardy replied that number theory
was so beautiful precisely because it had no
application.
Just like there is pure mathematics, I believe
that there is a “pure magic” whose application
is entirely abstract. This magic can only be

truly appreciated by people who have studied
the craft. In the same way that a theoretical
mathematician can’t simply jump into a complex discussion on topology with a layman, a
foundation in magic is necessary to fully understand my work. While many magicians dislike
performing for other magicians, I see it as a
challenge in creativity. Using the techniques
that may not have any application in traditional
magic, I create effects specifically designed to
fool other magicians.
This past summer I competed in the senior
close-up competition at Tannen’s Magic Camp,
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a week-long intensive program led by the top
magicians in the world. I ended my act by performing two consecutive Anti-Faros, restoring
the deck to its original order amid shouts of
disbelief from the audience. In reality, the AntiFaros had nothing to do with the actual method
I created. Instead I used the Anti-Faros as a redherring to divert from the real mechanics of the
trick, which would possibly have been obvious
to the judges. In the end, I won the competition,
but, more importantly, I finally found a use for
my obsession with useless techniques.
I am excited to see where this obsession
might take me in college. The pure sciences,
whether it be neuroscience or chemistry, demand the dedication and attention to detail that
I enjoy.

Maeve responded to this prompt from the Common Application: ‘Share an
essay on any topic of your choice. It can be one you’ve already written, one
that responds to a different prompt, or one of your own design.’
by MAEVE THISTEL ’19
“The most important thing you have is your
refuge,” says Granny. We are standing in a forest of virgin hemlocks in Swallow Falls State
Park. It is a small and quiet park, known by few.
I’ve come here every year of my life with my
family, and so has Granny.
“A refuge?” I ask. This is not the first time
we’ve had this conversation, nor will it be the
last. “Yes, like those large flat-topped stones
in the water basin below the falls,” she says.
I was little, no taller than an antelope, and
wondered about this “thing” she supposed I
had, when I couldn’t see or hold it in my hand.
Granny was talking about imagination.
Granny says that this is a refuge and not an
escape from the wider world; that it is like an
alternate room to explore beyond the physical space I share with other people. It offers a
time and a space in which to think clearly and
thoroughly about the world and the place for
consciousness in it.
She is right, of course. In my imagination
I have always had a refuge and it has been indispensable to me. Now, as I reflect on Little
Me, I see that refuge in the big old books that
I pretended to read; the delicate dance of dust
particles in the air, the disappearance of blackberry jam rations for the faeries in our garden,
and the curious glass marbles from which I
was sure they hatched. As I reflect on where
my imagination has taken me, that I see every
thought I’ve ever had wrapped up in the curious fabric of a child’s mind, and understand my
imagination has taken on new purposes in the
life I lead now.
There was a time when I thought I would
grow up to be a hemlock. I waited for the roots
to grow from my toes and when they didn’t, I
sat confused and a little bereft. This failure in
the natural process of things made me feel as if
I’d lost my refuge. It remained a sore crack in
my heart for a long time because I instinctively
knew that as a tree I’d never stand alone; as a
human child I felt like I was bound for solitude.
In April of 2016 I heard an NPR podcast
that validated all of the beliefs I’d forgotten
I had about the difference between trees and
people, and with it I rediscovered my refuge

in imagination. An ecologist named Suzanne
Simard found that trees use fungi, formed in
underground networks, to communicate and
share their resources with other trees. In the
simplest of terms, trees talk to one another, and
they do so without a preference for species and
with a clarity that humans lack.
This idea of tree benevolence was wonderful
to me. “That’s it,” I told myself, “I don’t have
to be a tree if I can think like one instead.”
Since that moment, my refuge has been the
practice of “treeful thinking,” an opportunity
to meditate on the world and myself in order to

photo by Sonee Goles ’20

question my assumptions, challenge the beliefs
of myself and others, and communicate clearly
with my peers. Most importantly, I think like
a tree so that I remain fair in my conclusions
and see people beyond the bark covering their
trunks. Thinking like a tree has inspired my
scientific interests, provided me with philosophical foundations for describing my ideas,
and served as a framework for my friendships
and relationships.
With it, I foster my own happiness, take
responsibility for my emotional and physical
health, and enjoy interacting and learning with
anyone, largely without the fear that so often
clouds our judgement. This I can do because
I’ve got my trees and the memory of people
like my Granny who have helped me discover
myself.

Amit responded to this prompt from the Common Application: ‘Discuss an accomplishment, event, or realization
that sparked a period of personal growth and a new understanding of yourself or others.’

photo by Sonee Goles ’20

by AMIT JAKOB ’19
“Who’s Menashe?” asked my ninety-six
year old great-grandmother, Bella, who was
sitting in her usual spot next to the living room
window.
Safta Bella, as I called her, was listening

to the chirping of the birds, but a glimmer of
familiarity sparked in her eyes as she picked up
the name Menashe out of the conversation that
we were having in the background.
Her daughter, Safta Anna, my grandmother,
looked perplexed before she responded. “Remember Menashe, mother? He was your husband. He died about ten years ago.” Safta Bella
didn’t respond. She glanced around the room
and then went back to staring out the window.
It was almost hard to believe that this, mostly unresponsive, woman sitting by the window
was the protagonist of many of Safta Anna’s
remarkable stories.
Growing up, nothing compared to the days
I spent at Safta Anna’s house listening to her
talk about her childhood.
We would sit around her wooden kitchen
table eating soft French toast made with last
night’s challah bread - crispy, brown edges,
topped with a dollop of Nutella and served with
a glass of milk.
I’d watch the sunset through the window

over her shoulder as she would recall different anecdotes from earlier in her life, centered
around Safta Bella, her mother.
During my sophomore year of high school, I
was tasked to write a narrative piece on a family
member. Without hesitating, I chose to write
about my Safta Bella.
At that point, she had already begun to lose
most of her memory, so I turned to my grandmother to tell me the stories about her mother
in hopes of piecing them together to write the
narrative.
I sat with Safta Anna for hours asking her
to repeat each story without missing a single
detail, similar to the heart-filling moments I
remember from my childhood.
This time, as I was discovering more information, I felt a new sense of urgency to memorize the details - a sense of responsibility to fill
in the role of Safta Bella’s diminishing memory.
The more I continued to work on stringing
together the series of stories about my greatgrandmother’s Holocaust experience, the more

I saw her begin to fade away.
The night before I was scheduled to present
the narrative to my class, I received a call from
my grandma saying that my great-grandmother
had passed.
My immediate reaction was to grieve, but as
time passed I realized that what I now had left
of my great-grandmother was a collection of
her experiences that she passed down through
generations of our family.
Two years later, I look back at the collection of stories I pieced together about my Safta
Bella, and they remind me that I am a part of
a forever changing cycle: my family’s history.
While the stories which we pass down through
generations may be altered over time, their
ability to keep us linked to our family’s past
remains constant.
Losing my great-grandmother meant gaining a deeper sense of connection to the stories
she left behind and reminded me of how much
I loved the hours spent at my grandmother’s
kitchen table.
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Meme Instagram accounts bond students through shared humor
by JESSE FELLER-KOPMAN ’21
During the week of January 27, two student-run Park School
meme accounts were created on Instagram.
The memes produced by the two accounts, @parkschoolmemes and @park_memes_gone_wild have been circulating
the school recently, and have been creating discussions and
eruptions of laughter amongst students.
In order to keep their anonymity as the creators wished,
the two accounts will be called @parkschoolmemes and @
park_memes_gone_wild.
A week after the first two accounts were created, a third
account, @park_memes_gone_wholesome, was created also
on Instagram.
All three of the accounts are private on Instagram, meaning
their owners control who can see their content.
A meme is a form of humorous commentary on the internet which includes a photo, accompanied by a caption, which
typically provides a summary or the comedic essence to the
photograph.
Meme pages are very common on Instagram, especially
among teenagers. Themed meme pages are also very common
and so it was only a matter of time before a Park themed one
emerged.
@parkschoolmemes was created on January 29 and within
the week grew to a following of 280 students.
“I created this account because I think it’s a way to help the
community bond.Laughter is super unifying and [the account]
is a healthy and funny way for people to vent,” said the owner
of @parkschoolmemes.
The goal of the account is to spread laughter amongst Park
students, as well as alumni. The owner has very specific guidelines that they follow to make sure all memes are funny, but not
directly offensive to anyone.
“I post everything I receive via direct message, with some
exceptions. I don’t post anything I consider to be offensive or
that targets a particular student or social group. Generally, when
posting something risky, I think, ‘Could I explain this to Traci
[Wright]?’ If the answer is no, I don’t post it,” the owner of @
parkschoolmemes said.
Jane Pelton ’19 enjoys the memes produced by the accounts.
“Some of the stuff that happens in our school is just really funny
and we as students should be able to express the humor as we
please,” she said.
There has also been some critiquing of teachers in a few

of the memes, but according to Pelton, “The teachers are in
charge, and it has always been important to be able to critique
the people who are in power. It is important to understand that
it’s not for the teachers. It’s for the students.”
@park_memes_gone_wild was created a couple days after
@parkschoolmemes. This second account has been receiving
more negative feedback from the community which may have
to do with the looser criteria about posting a meme.
@park_memes_gone_wild is owned by two Upper School
students.
“Our criteria is quite simple: we send memes to each other
for a simple quality check. If the other isn’t too keen on the
meme, we usually throw it out,” one of the owners of the
account said.
“As much as the branding of the page is ‘controversial Park
memes,’ we don’t want to make memes that are too controversial in order to avoid confrontation from the administration.”
Although @park_memes_gone_wild is trying to avoid any
disputes with the administration, one of their posts received a
message from Upper School Principal Nancy Dickson.
The account posted a meme about Dickson with a caption
that read, “Like, she took a whole semester off and with full
pay, mind you, just tell us she finna [sic] leave at the end of
the year. Like, damn thanks for the heads up chief.”
Dickson replied over direct message to clarify that she did
not recieve pay during her extended maternity leave.
The account promptly altered the caption and stated that
they owed Dickson an apology.
“My main concerns are only about the teachers that are
referred to directly, and that some of what they say is false,”
Dickson said. “I think that it is also a problem that the accounts are private.”
Katey Cooney ’21 only follows @parkschoolmemes, but
has seen the other. “I think that the ones about teachers are
funny as long as they are not mean,” Cooney said.
“The touchier subjects tend to be less funny in this situation, and as long as they stay harmless, I would like them to
continue to be made.”
Another account, @park_memes_gone_wholesome, took
a different approach to memes about the community. The
Instagram page, which was created on February 3, has a taken
a different approach in terms of its content.
While many memes could often be satirical or mildly critical, @park_memes_gone_wholesome is committed to posting
only kind memes about Park and the community at large.
“The predominant difference between this account and

others is that Park Memes Gone Wholesome was created to
spread positivity, kindness, and appreciation for members of
the community,” said the anonymous creator of the account.
The purpose of the accounts is to provide joy and laughter
amongst Park students, not faculty. All accounts wish to keep
the memes amongst the student body. They made it clear that
the accounts are not for teachers.
Whether satirical, wholesome, kind, or sarcastic, the memes,
across all three accounts, have provided many laughs amongst
students. All accounts plan on continuing to create and post
memes as long as the audience desires them.

photo courtesy @park_memes_gone_wholesome

photo courtesy @parkschoolmemes

Student entrepreneurs create tutoring businesses for math, ACT, and SAT
by IZZY HETTLEMAN ’20
Whether they need help with material, or
just want to get ahead in a class, many students
go to an outside tutor to get extra help.
There are many tutors that Park School students can go to, and some of the options include
students themselves.
Sammy Braverman ‘20 is one such tutor.
Braverman teaches math to young kids ages six
to 13. She got her start tutoring her little brother,
Josh, and her classmates at the Baltimore Montessori public charter school.

At age 11, she formally opened a math tutoring program. She has been tutoring younger
students at Park in third grade teacher Rosie
Max’s class since freshman year, and she has
taken on other students who have reached out
to her as well. Braverman has also worked as a
math interventionist, someone who tutors kids
that need extra help in math, at Liberty Elementary School during the summer.
Braverman believes she works well with
kids in general. “I do so many different activities with kids,” Braverman said. “... so I un-

photo by Seth Hudes ’20
Seniors Asher Baraban and Lance Rombro founded Elite Score, a standardized test
tutoring business, in 2018. The duo believes that their approach is unique due to
their deep understanding of both the tests and the Park curriculum.

derstand pretty well how they think, and what
helps them focus.”
Not only does she tutor kids in math, but
she also works with them in theater programs
and as a reading partner.
With all of this experience, tutoring became
the perfect job for Braverman. “I tutor because
I have always loved math and working with
kids. To be able to put that together is great for
me.” she said.
Braverman uses a mixture of hands-on materials and worksheets to tutor her students. She
took some inspiration from the Montessori style
of teaching.
Including pre-made materials, Braverman
also makes her own games and activities, such
as a card game that taught multiplication.
As students get older, their focus partially
shifts away from classes and grades, towards
standardized test scores.
Two more Park School tutors, Asher Baraban ’19, and Lance Rombro ’19, have started
to tutor high school students in preparation for
the ACT and SAT tests. Their business is called
Elite Score.
The two seniors wish to give another perspective on the material they are teaching.
“How many times have you been in a class
with a teacher, and you’ve thought to yourself,
‘I just don’t quite understand the way [they are]
explaining it?’” asked Baraban.
“We thought that adding another perspective… would help our students learn.”
As Park high schoolers, the duo believe they

are able to understand the exact classes and curriculum that their students are facing.
Elite Score says they can provide a closer
perspective to that of the students than what
other traditional tutoring companies are providing. “We resonate with the [younger] students,”
said Baraban.
The tutors use personalized worksheets and
lessons created around the needs of the individual student to teach them exactly what they
need to learn.
“We are trying to work with the students to
find out what is the best way to convey information to them.” Baraban said.
“We try and mold our tutoring techniques
to their specific needs.”
Both members of Elite Score have prior tutoring experience.
Both Baraban and Rombro participated
in the Writing Practicum course, where they
helped younger students with grammar as part
of the class’s curriculum. Rombro has also
worked with the KIPP club, through which he
regularly tutored young kids at the KIPP charter
school in Baltimore City, and Baraban has continued his work assisting Lower School students
with their writing.
These tutors represent a larger community
of education at the Park School.
Whether it is helping young kids improve
their math skills for the future, or helping older
students get good scores on their standardized
tests, these tutors are in the community to make
it a better, smarter place.
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Student directed plays cover tragedy, love, and birth
by BEN COHN ’19

Pick any specific moment from this year’s
student directed plays, and you might be treated
to a terrifying figure looming behind a doorway,
a cheerleader chant for LGBT folks, a young
boy singing on a table top, a man writhing on
the ground shirtless, a dance to Taio Cruz’s
“Dynamite,” a second grader gearing up for a
life-changing debate, and a baby desperately
trying to stay in the womb.
In an entertaining departure from Park’s
usual productions, student directed plays allows Upper School Drama Chair and Theater
Director Peter King to let go of the reins and
let a group of students from his Directing class
show off what they’ve learned.
This year, seven directors, all seniors, presented a group of plays that started off tense and
ultimately unspooled until they were downright
surreal.
In senior Owen Sahnow’s play, Lockdown,
a group of students are left to their own devices
when their teacher abandons them during what
seems to be more than a regular drill.
The play taps into the national debate about
gun violence without ever firing a shot. Footsteps are heard in the hallway, and silhouettes
pass by the door periodically, but it’s the rising
dread inside the classroom that makes Lockdown so scary.
Ben Norin ’20 and Claudia Henry ’20
starred in Lockdown. Both had acted in Park
productions before, but found student directed
plays to be an informative experience.
Even though some may assume that being
directed by a peer to be unfruitful, Norin found
the experience rewarding.
“They’re all very talented directors. And
they’re very fun to be around, because they are
our peers. It’s nice to have their opinion and
voice on something that we love to do,” he said.
Henry agreed. “I found it really fun watching Owen direct us. We had just taken Directing
together, and so it was interesting to watch him
use the techniques we had learned in class to
direct us,” she said.
“Clearly, [taking the] Directing [class]

works, because the final product was so good.”
With seven directors that needed to be fit
into one show, the plays were short by necessity.
While most of them were under 15 minutes, they packed a punch. Slide/Over, directed
by Stephanie Faura ’19 is about a pair of best
friends, a gay female and a straight male, who
complicate their relationship with a kiss.
Senior Taura Zarfeshan directed Happenstance, a play with an incredible conceit: every
time something goes wrong, the protagonist
rewinds the scene and lets the characters try
again. It had a shaggy comic energy that mounted as the play went on.
By the end, a stack of brownies had been
smeared on a character’s face and the best line
of the night was uttered: “Hark! My ever hungering penis.”
On the other side of the process were the
directors, who had the chance to take on the role
of King. This switch was enlightening.
“You think you will have more control as a
director. But the actors will completely change
how you see the play, since they bring their own
personalities and vision to it,” Jacob Greenwald
’19 said.
Greenwald directed Cougar, the play following Slide/Over. The play focuses on an older
woman (Addy Claybour ’20) who gets catfished
into meeting the son of an old boyfriend (MJ
Smith ’20).
“I picked Cougar because it was short, and
because it had a small cast, which I was interested in working with, so that I could really
work on each aspect and detail,” Greenwald
said. “Also, there was a lot of room to expand,
and a lot of places that I could take it.”
Wills Millin ’19 directed the next play, Controlling Interest. The play centered on a group
of four eight-year-old boys who negoigate the
terms of “liking girls” with two elementary
school females, played by Naomi Brotman ’20
and Sammy Braverman ’20. The characters discussed the terms over a business meeting, leading to laughs as characters discussed tugging on
ponytails to show affection and picking noses
while speaking formally.
The second to last play was directed by

Owen Anderson ’19. Picnic on the Battlefield
is a parable about Francisco Franco and the
Spanish civil war, but one need not know that
to enjoy the clear satire of generals and their
restless use of everyday men as pawns in battle.
The play is mournfully funny, as two soldiers from opposing sides realize that they don’t
need to fight, only to be killed at the end for fear
that their knowledge about the stupidity of war
might spread.
Ending the night was Last Minute Adjustments, directed by Ian Greenberg ’19.
The play drops the audience into a moment
of crisis, with a group of doctors readying for
a mysterious crisis as a woman lies on an operating table.
Slowly, the set up becomes clear, and we
realize that we are in the womb, a baby (Devon
McLean ’19) about to be born, with a few attendees to boot.
But the baby doesn’t want to be born, in
fact, the baby is pretty happy where it is. As she
considers life on earth, she begins to wonder
why she would leave the womb at all.
The doctors try to convince the baby to
leave, but she is insistent that she must stay
in the womb.
Late in the play, McLean’s character asks
what love is. The doctors are at a loss. “Why
would I love someone if I’m just going to have
my heart broken and then die?” she yells. Indeed.
Even though the plays differed greatly in
tone and content, they share some common
themes.
The characters in the student directed plays
were faced with hard truths and anxieties that
they had to work through.
Cassidy (Katherine Shock ’20) had to keep
replaying a run-in with her ex. Jay (Nora Smith
’20) was forced to reconsider her sexuality,
something she had once held steadfast.
And the characters of Lockdown slowly realize that the abstract possibility of an armed
intruder so often discussed in the news could
very well be their reality.
Taken as a whole, student directed plays
found great theater in tension and release.

The comedies milked awkward and cringeworthey moments for laughs while Lockdown
had the audience as on edge as the characters.
Watching the student directed plays felt like
watching a superstar musician play the hits: one
after another moves you, and then when they’re
done, you can’t believe they were all that good.

Controlling Interest

Picnic on the Battlefield

Happenstance

photos by Jensen Gaither ’20, Seth Hudes ‘20,
Ben Norin ’20, and Dylan Sarubin ’20

The Book Thief, a delight for first-time readers and re-readers alike
by ERIC SMITH ’22
When I was younger, there were
a multitude of books that I would
reread after I had originally finished
reading them.
As I got older and began to learn
more about the scientific and systematic world around me, everything
started to become a bit less magical.
In addition, the amount of time
that I could spend reading also shortened as my tasks and responsibilities
increased.
Longing for those simpler and
exam-time, panic-free occasions,
when I finally have time over the
summer to re-read a book, I would
most definitely choose The Book
Thief by Markus Zusak.
The Book Thief is one of those
books you can read dozens of times
and still find something new and
compelling that you did not discover
before.
The story is spectacularly written,
with the perfect mixture of childlike
simplicity juxtaposed with complex
and adult views.
Every single sentence will make
perfect sense, but it will make you

contemplate the importance of topics
such as love, death, and hope.
The Book Thief is an absolute treasure, and should be read by everyone
at least once in their lives.
The book takes place throughout
the course of World War II in Nazi
Germany.
The story focuses on a girl named
Liesel Meminger, who is forced to
live with a foster family after her
mother is arrested. She comes to love
her new family, who is equally parts
tough and soft love, and her friendship with Rudy Steiner, a boy who is
obsessed with both running and her.
During her stay, the son of one
of her foster father’s friends (Max
Vandenburg) comes to hide in their
basement, as he is a Jew facing persecution from the Nazi regime.
Max makes quick friends with
Liesel, and teaches her to love reading.
This love of reading prompts her
to steal books from the mansion of
the mayor of her town, hence the
name, The Book Thief.
While the fascinating plot set in
WWII is appealing, it is not the part
that stands out the most for me.

My favorite part of this book is the
inclusion of a point of view from an
unknown omniscient character, who
is typically categorized as either
Death or God himself.
This character makes equal part
witty and outright discomforting
comments about the characters and
their frailities and inevitable mortalities as human beings.
This is clearly displayed in one of
my favorite quotes from the book: “I
wanted to tell the book thief many
things, about beauty and brutality.
But what could I tell her about those
things that she didn’t already know?
I wanted to explain that I am constantly overestimating and underestimating the human race-that rarely
do I ever simply estimate it.”
He describes with great pain how
difficult it is to watch people die, and
how he wishes he could intervene in
the pointless deaths of people he sees
in WWII.
It gives an interesting take on how
death can be portrayed in books.
Death is often depicted as a pitiful
and inevitable occasion, and the author can deal it out to whomever they
please, whether it be a minor villain,

or the main protagonist.
I believe this brings a thoughtprovoking fresh perspective on the
matter, conveying a personal view
to a topic viewed so impersonally in
literature.

The book is a must-read as it not
only has a remarkable plot and superb
characters, but each reader could realize something new that might never
have been previously understood or
discovered before.

photo courtesy Amazon.com
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The Book Thief by Markus Zusak, written in 2005, tells the tale
of a young girl in Nazi Germany. In 2013, the international bestsewas adapted into a film. Sophie Nélisse starred as Liesel Meminger alongside Ben Schnetzer who played Max Vandenburg.
John Williams, who composed the score, won a Grammy award
for his work on the film.
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Senior Asha Johnson showcases her eye for fashion on Instagram
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by PENNY CELTNIEKS ’22
You may know Asha Johnson
’19 as her alter-ego on Instagram:
@a.close.style. This account is dedicated to fashion, with many aesthetically pleasing and voguish posts.
Johnson discovered her love for
fashion in high school: “I always
looked at fashion shows and got a
subscription to Vogue. I would rip out
all the pieces I liked, cut them up,
and sometimes draw them or make
a collage.”

Especially during fashion week,
she would admire the clothes being
displayed.
Fashion had grabbed Johnson’s
attention, and she soon realized that
she wanted a way to display her own
style and get creative.
Her first influences were wellknown fashion icon, Marc Jacobs,
and popular style blogger, Aimee
Song.
Song has an elegant fashion Instagram page called “Song of Style,”
which inspired Johnson to create her
own.

Johnson took her love and knowledge of fashion and funneled it into
an Instagram account for herself. She
describes her own style right now as
very “New York City; it’s preppy, but
effortless.”
She gets a lot of her clothes from
Forever 21 and Zara, but puts her own
spin on their merchandise through selections and combinations.
Although Johnson’s posts look
effortless, the clothes are picked out
ahead of time and laid out in a specific and graceful manner.
A rack in her room holds her fa-

vorite pieces and when she wants to
post, she picks out an outfit.
She examines the pieces she has
selected and lays them out in many
different arrangements. Johnson
then photographs the outfit she has
assembled.
This photography process takes
about two hours, with many different pictures taken, and a lot of photos
deleted.
Once she finds her favorites, another 10 to 15 minutes are spent editing. However, not all of the pictures
make the cut. “I am a bit of a perfec-

tionist when it comes to the page,”
Johnson said.
Johnson started out with no more
than a general interest in fashion but
has grown into a much-admired influencer in her own right.
She has found a way to channel
her creativity and appreciation of
style and design into a unique specialty. Her account is much loved
by the community and has already
sparked a fan account: @a.far.style.
If you haven’t already, I would highly
recommend checking out her page;
you will not be disappointed.

Vivian Shaw shares her journey from student to fantasy fiction author
VS: Favorite color is blue, favorite book—well,
there isn’t one stand-alone favorite but a stack
of them. The Gormenghast trilogy, Dorothy
Dunnett’s Lymond series, most of Stephen
King, astronaut autobiographies, the Discworld
series up until the last two or three, the Sandman series, Robin McKinley’s Damar duology,
Meredith Pierce’s Darkangel trilogy—the list
goes on. Favorite food is rare steak, favorite
single-malt is Lagavulin, favorite car is the 69
Mustang Mach 1 (second place goes to the 82
Trans Am), favorite stately home is Chatsworth,
favorite Apollo landing site is 15, Hadley Rille,
and favorite piece of classical music is Mozart’s
Requiem.

by MAYA NEWMAN-TOKER ’21
Vivian Shaw, author of the Dr. Greta Helsing books is a notable Park alumna. While a
Bruin, Shaw was known as Liz Bamford, Class
of 1998. Shaw moved from Kenya at age seven
and came to Park in the third grade. She recently returned to campus for Alumni Day (Paths
After Park) on December 19, giving seminars
on writing and life as a writer. These are excerpts from my recent conversation with her:
How would you describe the experience of
coming to the U.S.?
VS: I resented it enormously. We had to leave
behind friends, family, our home, everything
I’d ever known, and move across the Atlantic
to a city I’d never heard of in a country where
it was unspeakably hot and humid all summer
and the people talked funny.
I was already an awkward child, and having
to be a stranger in a strange land made it a great
deal worse, particularly when I was enrolled in
a public school where I knew more words than
the teachers. It wasn’t until I got to Park that I
actually enjoyed school—had a great time in
grades three through five and nine through 12.
Do you have any notable memories from when
you were in Lower and Middle School?
VS: I started in the third grade, in Mrs. [Marcia]
Holden’s class. I remember learning about the
Wampanoag Nation and co-writing an adventure story with my first and best friend, Leslie
Reed ’98.
In fourth grade, Mrs. [Ann] Fogg taught
us about Greek mythology, and in fifth, Mrs.
[Sharen] Pula covered medieval history (and
we made our own Books of Hours [an illuminated manuscript project], which I ended
up doing for my undergraduate senior project,
incidentally).
I would roam the school after hours, when
I wasn’t camping out in the library, and spent
a lot of time in the theater, because if you were
a small, flexible, and fairly enterprising child,

During Alumni Day, did you see changes in
Park since you were here as a student?

photo courtesy Communications
Vivian Shaw came on Alumni Day on December to share about her career as a Science
Fiction writer. Shaw is the author of the Dr. Greta Helsing books: Strange Practice (2017),
Dreadful Company (2018), and Grave Importance, which will be published later this year.

it was possible to get past the locked grate on
the spiral staircase up to the grids and under the
stage, and I liked to lurk.
What would you say your favorite courses were
from high school?
VS: Jewelry making (JM) was definitely my
favorite class. I had so much fun; I’d tried a lot
of other art classes, discovered I was lousy at
ceramics and lacked the patience for it, was fine
at drawing and painting, adequate at woodworking, and really loved metalwork.
I took JM1 and JM2 and ended up sort of
de-facto TA’ing for [former Arts teacher] Garry Cerrone when I happened to be in the shop
working on my own projects while other classes
were in session.
I spent as much time in the shop as I could,
whenever I had breaks, messing around with
metal and fire. There is nothing quite so satisfying as walking in with an Altoids tin full of

silver bits and loose stones and walking out an
hour later with another brand-new ring.
Academically, my favorite class was the
Romantic Poets elective that [former English
teacher] Mr. [Kevin] Coll taught. That was the
first time a teacher had ever really encouraged
me to be exactly as into the material as I was:
it was totally fine to jump up and down and
yell about how great Keats is, for example.
The wholehearted enthusiasm and the sense
of sharing an appreciation of something great
was unforgettable.
I also very much enjoyed Mr. [Butch]Ashman’s history classes. By senior year, I had
my schedule exactly the way I wanted it, and
I had no desire to graduate and go to college
—although it ended up being one of the best
times in my life.
What are some of your favorites (e.g. favorite
color, favorite book, favorite food)?

VS: I had a wonderful time at the Paths After
Park day; it was fascinating to come back again
and see what new layers of construction had
been overlaid on the school I remember.
I was still at Park when they did the big
refurbishment of the Upper School wing (replacing all the doors with glass ones, painting
everything bright white, etc.)
I truly missed the wonderful old dim classrooms even back then; the new science wing
had just opened when I graduated, I think, but
the [Wyman] Arts Center came afterward.
It’s still recognizably Park, just with new
bits growing on top of it, like a nautilus adding
chambers to its shell.
Is there anything else you want readers of the
Postscript to know about you?
VS: Just that I could not have done half the stuff
I’ve done without Park. I don’t know anywhere
else that could have given me such an enormous
variety of experiences and the freedom to explore them at my own pace.
I have regrets about not taking advantage of
all the opportunities available to me in college,
but I regret nothing about my time at Park: I
didn’t want it to be over.
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Softball is young, hungry, and hopeful Tennis aims to repeat as champs
by CALLIE KROSIN ’21
Girls’ Varsity Softball is looking to bounce
back after a near undefeated-season culminated
in a championship loss to Friends last May.
Upperclassmen leadership is limited with
only one senior, Cici Osias, and two juniors,
Bernie Berner and Gabby Harris. Luckily, the
team is accompanied by a core group of eight
sophomores. Undoubtedly, the sophomores will
have to step up and fill the roles of those gone.
The young coaching duo of Brenna Nation
and Erin Pronobis will be returning for their
third season and hope to provide consistency

for a team with such a small number of upperclassmen.
Looking ahead, Our Lady of Mount Carmel
poses a considerable threat. The Bruins defeated
the Cougars in a close 7-6 game at the peak of
the regular season last year. “[The Cougars]
are a young team with a lot of potential, but
we were able to hold them back last year, and
I think we can again,” Berner said.
Last year’s disappointing May 12 championship loss will only fuel the team further in
its pursuit of a conference title. “We now have
that hunger that we want to fill from last year’s
championship,” Berner said.

2018 Championship Losses
Softball
Park
Friends

14

Mercy
Park

Coming off a 7-1 season that resulted in a
B-Conference championship, the Boys’ Varsity
Tennis team has hopes to replicate its success
from last season despite the departure of several
key players.
“One thing we need to do to get back to the
finals and repeat is to just work hard in practice
every day and try to improve as the season goes
on,” Jacob Hirschhorn ’21 said.
“I think we’re still in a good place to do well
this season.”

15
9

photos courtesy miaasports.net & mercyhighschool.com

The loss of graduated talent stings, but a
fresh season means new opportunities for players to establish themselves. Park believes it has
enough skilled players waiting in the wings to
compete for another banner.
“I think we have some really good players who didn’t get a chance to play last year,
whether because of injury or because we had a
lot of talent last year,” Hirschhorn said.
The framework is in place for another title
run for the Bruins, but they will once again have
to overcome tough competition to achieve their
goals.

Lacrosse hot off a strong offseason
by GEFEN NUSINOV ’21

Lacrosse
2

by QUINN SEIDENMAN ’21

Boys’ Varsity lacrosse is heading into is
fourth season under coach Josh Davey, and the
Bruins are ready to come out strong.
“Judging from what I’ve seen in the offseason workouts so far, I think that we are going
to be a team with a lot of heart,” Adam Forward
’19 said. “We’ve been getting far more guys
going to the workouts this year than in the past
three years, and everyone who has showed up
has been working very hard.”
This year’s team is full of energy and pas-

sion; the players are dedicated to bring home
the MIAA B Conference championship.
“One of my favorite things about the lacrosse team is that we only have one team, and
it makes it one big family. Every player on the
team has a role, and every year there are freshmen who come up and contribute,” Will Tucker
’19 said.
Tucker believes that the players “will be a
team full of scrappy hard-working athletes.”
Boys’ Varsity lacrosse is prepared for a
competitive season full of vigor, spirit, and
dedication.

Lacrosse is ready to bounce back Baseball seeks first win since 2017
by JACOB PERES ’21

The Girls’ Varsity Lacrosse team is looking
to rebound after its loss in the championship
game last season.
“We are hoping to be return as one of the top
competitors in strong IAAM B conference. Our
returning players have come out motivated, creating a culture of hard work and positive play,”
Head Coach and Director of Athletics- Girls’
Programs Robin Lowe ’84 said.
“Their experience, skill set and leadership,

coupled with a large and talented group of freshman bodes well for our future.”
The team is also planning a trip to Florida
over spring break. During the vacation, they
will not only play lacrosse, but also get closer
together off the field.
“I think the Florida trip is really going to
allow us to bond as a team,” Katelyn Mann
’20 said.
With strong chemistry and a wealth of talent,
the Bruins believe another promising season is
ahead of them.

by LIZA SHEEHY ’21
Boys’ Varsity Baseball hopes to improve
on last year’s winless campaign. With the loss
of the class of 2018, the core group is small.
“Even though we lost a lot of seniors last year,
we picked up a couple of freshmen and there is
good team chemistry,” senior Jonathan Kaplan
said. “I’m hoping we can build on that.”
Despite numbers, the team is very motivated
coming off of last season. “Our win-loss record

last year was disappointing, and this team is
motivated to improve on those results,” Head
Coach Andy Scott said.
The team has been preparing for its tough
schedule, holding optional weekend practices
since November. Boys’ Latin, Glenelg and
Severn are all expected to be tough competition this season, as they usually are.
“This year’s team is going to have to work
very hard every day to compete in a tough
league,” Scott said.

Everyone loses when sports seasons overlap
by QUINN SEIDENMAN ’21
With top free agents unsigned
in the MLB during spring training,
and star NFL players holding out for
long term contracts, it seems that going through the preseason without a
full roster is becoming the norm in
professional sports. Although Bruins
athletes aren’t sitting out in hopes for
an extra million included in their contract, some did miss a few pre-season
practices.
When the Boys’ spring seasons
for Baseball and Lacrosse began on
February 19, both teams were missing players who were still finishing
the season for the basketball team.
The semi-finals for the MIAA CConference were played on February
21, and the championship game took
place two days later.
The Bruins Boys’ Varsity team lost
the semi-final to Cristo Rey, which allowed players to report to their spring
teams after missing three practices.
Although less than a week of preseason may not seem important, it’s

crucial to team-building and fitness.
Beginning the season with a limited
roster disadvantages the multi-sport
athletes and the collective team.
“Speaking as a spring coach, you
wish them well in their winter seasons and hope they’ll go as far as they
can, but at the same time you realize that it’s setting your spring teams
back,” Director of Athletics- Boys’
Programs Dia Clark ’06 said.
During the first few practices of
a season, many coaches test players
on key fitness benchmarks, get to
know the strengths and weaknesses of
specific athletes, and start assessing
schemes and lineups that fit the talent. When teams are missing a handful of players, it becomes difficult to
achieve their plan for their practices.
Perhaps the worst effects of the
season overlap are felt by the twosport athletes. Our athletic department encourages playing multiple
sports, but the schedule punishes
basketball players who play a spring
sport. Not only are they affected by
missing optional workouts before the

season, the new schedule forces them
to miss out on early reps.
The MIAA should encourage
young athletes to diversify their athletic skill sets because it is better for
long term health than specialization.
Scientific research by the Developmental Model of Sports Participation
states that “athletes involved in early
diversified sports tend to have longer
sports careers and tend to continue
to participate in athletics into adulthood than those who specialize at an
early age.”
Park doesn’t have the luxury of
fielding a lacrosse or baseball team
with specialized athletes in those
sports. Our pool of potential athletes
is limited, so we rely on contributions
from well rounded students.
“Obviously it affects the smaller
schools disproportionately compared to some larger schools because
they’re not sharing as many kids. I
think it does ultimately put another
strain on those kids that we really
value—the multi-sport athletes,”
Clark said.

Logistics can also be difficult for
Park to plan during the week of the
overlap. With limited transportation
capabilities, it can become difficult to
accommodate the need to shuttle athletes to basketball games, pre-season
workouts at S3 Training Center, and
Sugar Campus.
“I don’t want to say nightmare,
but it definitely comes with logistical
challenges for sure. It can sometimes
stretch multiple departments,” Clark
said.
Although the MIAA likely believes participating in different sports
is ideal for developing athletes, their
schedule doesn’t reflect this value.
The league’s main focus in creating
the schedule should be simplicity and
fairness, but holding basketball players into the spring season creates difficult dynamics for multi-sport athltes
at the beginning of the spring season.
Article 25 of the MIAA constitution reads: “The MIAA respects the
autonomy of each member school to
decide the number of games played in
each sport. However, budget consid-

erations and overlapping of schedules
into another sport season should be
taken into consideration when determining the number of games played.”
The league clearly acknowledges
that the seasons should not overlap,
so why do they? The Interscholastic
Athletic Association of Maryland
(IAAM) held their basketball championships during the weekend before
their spring seasons start. The IAAM
also has fully inclusive basketball
playoffs, which equates to more late
season games, but still manages to
avoid the pesky overlap.
Adjustments to the current schedule could cause issues with championship scheduling and over-compacting the basketball schedule, but not
adding to the difficulties that already
come with playing two sports should
be a top priority of the league’s scheduling process moving forward.
Our current athletic environment
pushes us to specialize, but Park
needs multi-sport athletes and the
MIAA should try recognize what’s
best for its busiest athletes.

Sports
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ANNA STAMATOS ’22
A LOOK OUTSIDE

constantly moving. “There are certain moves
you can’t do on land but you can do in skates,”
Anna Stamatos ’22 is not only quick on the Stamatos said.
While ice hockey tends to be more popular
basketball and tennis courts when she’s suitin
Canada
and more northern reaches of the
ing up for the Brown and White, she is also as
United
States,
there is plenty of good competispeedy of a skater on the ice.
tion
in
Maryland
between women’s teams.
Stamatos plays at center for her club team,
For the Stars, the regular season starts in
the Baltimore Stars.
Practices are for one hour a week in the October and runs through March, though there
Mount Pleasant Ice Arena, and usually start at are options for play in the summer.
The Stars compete against
8 p.m. Time on the ice may be
teams from all over the state and
limited, b ut it’s rigorous.
country, but have not played any
Stamatos got into the sport
Canadian teams yet. Traveling
three years ago as she was into new places is one of the asspired by her cousins. “I just
pects of hockey that Stamatos
thought it seemed cool and
has enjoyed the most.
a something fun I could do,”
Looking forward, Stamatos
Stamatos said.
has
not yet seriously considered
The movement in hockey
continuing
her hockey career
is very different compared to a
photo by Sonee Goles ’20 into college.
land sport. On the ice, players are
by CALLIE KROSIN ’21

photo courtesy Anna Stamatos ’22

How we approach recruitment
by JACOB PERES ’21
Both the Interscholastic Athletic Association of Maryland (IAAM) and the Maryland
Interscholastic Athletic Association (MIAA)
were created so that sports games for private
high schools in the Baltimore Metropolitan area
would be fair. It is essential that one school
does not have an unfair advantage over another.
The most important rule for ensuring a fair
playing field is the restriction of recruiting or
providing athletic scholarships for students.
While there are many complicated aspects of
the rule, it can generally be summarized in two
parts: scholarships and financial aid are only
given on a need-based basis, and coaches/athletic directors cannot talk to prospective students until after the student has contacted the
admissions department at that school.
This rule is in place so that each school has
a fair chance at success. If that’s the case, then
why do our peer schools, such as McDonogh
or Gilman, compete at a much higher level than
Park in almost every single sport? There’s only
one answer: reputation.

These schools have built up reputations over
many years for strong athletics programs. They
have played in the most competitive environment for so long that the best athletes are drawn
to these schools and inquire directly with their
admissions departments. Next, the young athletes speak with the schools’ athletic programs,
at which point coaches and athletic directors
are allowed to communicate with the studentathlete.
Park does not have a similar reputation for
athletic prowess, so we must take a different
approach to attract prospective student-athletes.
According to Director of Admission Ruthie
Sachs Kalvar ’85, marketing and advertising are
key to drawing more student-athletes. “One way
that Park promotes athletics is through [the]
materials. [The Admission Department] is intentional about the way we highlight athletics
in our print and video materials,” Kalvar said.
Once students have reached out to inquire
with Admissions, the Admissions and Athletic
departments work closely together.
Director of Athletics—Boys’ Programs Dia
Clark ’06 likes to talk with the prospective

students when they visit Park. “I try to always
make time to introduce myself and the [Athletic] program for a potential new student,”
Clark said.
Representatives from the departments also
both attend “High School Nights,” or nights
where K-8 schools host open house-type events
for their graduating students and local high
schools are invited to answer questions about
their programming and opportunities.
This is different from other events because
“students attending might not have considered
Park before, but now, after speaking to one of
our community members, they are compelled to
visit and potentially apply,” Kalvar said.
For Park to attract more athletes, it has to
be a school-wide effort; one department isn’t
going to provide major change.
“We’re trying to find ways to get more people on campus to increase our outreach,” Director of Athletics—Girls’ Programs and Director
of Physical Education Robin Lowe ’84 said.
In order for Park sports to remain competitive, everyone in the community needs to support these initiatives.

Boys’ & Girls’ Varsity Hoops lose in semifinals
Boys’ Varsity Basketball’s return to playoff
action was short lived. The Bruins fell behind
early in their February 21 matchup with the top
seeded Cristo Rey Hornets, and they couldn’t
close the gap. The Hornets capped off their undefeated season with a 69-61 championship victory
over the Key School Obezags. The Bruins lose
five seniors but will have a strong young core
returning next year.
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Park
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Park
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Period Cristo Rey

4

64
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J. Block ’19 (left) and B. Berner ’20 (right) on Bruin Night.

Period

4

Catholic

49

After starting the game on a 10-0 run and
holding a lead through most of the first half,
Girls’ Varsity Basketball seemed like the better
team in its February 15 semifinal match versus
the Catholic High Cubs. Then things changed in
the second half. With a barrage of three pointers
and takeaways, Catholic took the lead and never
gave it back. Two days later, the Cubs beat Indian
Creek in an overtime championship.

THREE
POINTER
Athletes are role
models whether
they like it or not
by CALLIE KROSIN ’21,
JACOB PERES ’21, and
QUINN SEIDENMAN ’21

O

n November 30, 2018, Kansas
City Chiefs star running back
Kareem Hunt was cut from the team following the release of video evidence showing him physically assaulting a woman.
The 23-year-old was not signed by an NFL
team for the remainder of the season, but
the Cleveland Browns gave him a second
chance, signing him on February 11.
Hunt is a premier offensive threat who
hasn’t yet reached the prime of his career.
He led the league in rushing as a rookie in
2017 with 1,327 yards and was named to
the Pro Bowl. Talent-wise, he is one of the
best at his position.
Many people were quick to compare
Hunt’s situation to Baltimore Ravens player Ray Rice’s 2014 scandal. Rice, who was
28 at the time, was coming off a horrible
2013 season where he averaged 3.1 yards
per carry (fourth worst in the NFL). Like
Hunt, a video surfaced of Rice having a
physical altercation with his girlfriend, and
he was immediately cut from the Ravens
roster. The difference between these two
circumstances is talent and expected future
production.
Regardless of one’s skill and age, there
should be a standard for off-field conduct.
Star players should be held just as accountable as the long snapper and utility
infielder. Even though it’s not an athlete’s
job to be a role model, they are admired regardless, and often idolized by young kids.
A prime example of a star player being
held accountable is former Oregon State
starting pitcher Luke Heimlich. When
Heimlich was 15, he pleaded guilty to
sexually molesting his six year-old niece.
Although being named the Pac-12 pitcher
of the year in both 2017 and 2018, and the
National Pitcher of the Year in 2018, he
went undrafted and unsigned in the MLB.
Obviously a top talent, Heimlich’s charges
proved too heinous, and he has now traveled overseas to play in the Chinese Professional Baseball League.
Athletes committing horrific crimes
seems to be prevalent, and if equal repercussions are not given to those like Hunt,
Rice, and Heimlich, this problem will
continue. On some of the largest stages,
athletes need to be sportsmanlike and respectful, or this behavior will be deemed
appropriate to those watching.

